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Characters

DYLAN: Aged 17, Year 11. Son of Ella and Adam, he is recently out with his Mum but can’t bring himself

to tell his father. He finds himself lost at school just trying to ignore the bullies and make it through his

remaining years without adding to his family’s drama.

ELLA: Dylan’s Mother, loves her son to the moon and back but is struggling with her failing marriage to

Adam, realising that he cannot deal with who he’s son is.

ADAM: Dylan’s Father, struggles to comprehend his son’s “lifestyle” and struggles with substance abuse.

This leads to the fast disintegration of his marriage and relationship with his son

BEN: Aged 17, Year 11. Son of Abbey, recently transferred to Dylan’s school. Openly gay at home but

school is another story. Coming from a school where no one talked about being gay he is quickly thrown

into the deep end when he meets Dylan.

ABBEY: Ben’s Mother, slightly more devoted to her work then she should probably be but overall, she

loves her child very much. Slightly overprotective when it comes Ben and boys but can always be talked

into almost anything by her husband and son.

JAKE, DRAKE & BLAKE: Basic school bullies, compensating for their own insecurities.

MISS SPENCE: English teacher, amazing and down to earth, loves essential oils and a great ally to Dylan.

MRS WHITE: School’s first female principle, determine to prove herself and make this school as pleasant

for her students as she can, loves plants and is a complete book nerd.

OFFICE LADY: Lovely women who has worked in the office since it’s opened, though she can

occasionally lose track of her notices she is great with the children.



ADAM (RECORDED): Pre-recorded dialogue to be played over their appropriate scenes to assist in the

portrayal of a flashback.

SCENE ONE - BARBIES IN MY ROOM

NARRATOR: As a kid we live in a state of innocence, unaware of our differences and that those differences

will evidently cause a rift in society, a rift that bleeds judgment and disapproval. But this is not a story of

how this rift tore us apart but of how it brought us together. This is the story of Dylan and Ben. 

The light fades on, a bedroom littered with toys over the floor, a single bed stage left, a rug centre stage, a

doorway stage right. Dylan aged five, sits next to his bed, dolls in each hand re-enacting a scene from a

show he watched the previous night. Off stage we hear Ella yell for dinner.

ELLA: (Off Stage) Dylan! Dinner’s ready (a beat.

ELLA: (Off Stage) Oy Dylan!

DYLAN: Coming.

Dylan continues to play, the scene becomes more dramatic as it reaches the plot twist, cars fly around the

room, one car flies off the bed. Barbies are thrown in the air.

DYLAN: (Voicing the Barbies) AAAAH! Oh no (Explosion noise) Barbie noooo (Explosion noise)

We hear footsteps increasing in volume as Ella approaches the door. We hear a door opening, Dylan looks to

stage right where Ella stands in the doorway.

ELLA: Dylan I swear Barbie is going to get thrown in the bin if you don’t get up and eat your dinner, you

can play with them after you eat.

DYLAN: But Muuuum.



Ella moved towards him, taking Barbie out of his hands.

ELLA: Come on, let’s go.

She ruffles his hair as they exit through the door. The lights fade to back. Off stage we hear Dylan telling

Ella about what happened to Barbie, their voices fading off

DYLAN: And then Barbie had to jump lasers and then she had to fight off Yasmin while Ken was trying to

disable the bomb and then they had to…... (His voice fades away)

The lights fade on showing Dylan aged seven wearing black tights and a black shirt, learning Ballet in a

class of girls, insisting he gets to wear a tutu as well. Ella is seen talking to Adam

ADAM: A tutu Ella, he wants to prance around in a tutu. It’s bad enough he’s doing ballet already, but you

want him to do it wearing a skirt.

ELLA: It’s what he wants, and I don’t see a problem with it, he’s a kid Jason, Ballet is what he wants to

learn, not Jazz, not Hip Hop, Ballet, that is what he loves, if you don’t want to watch your son doing what he

loves to do then don’t come. But I will not let you try and make him something he’s not, no matter how

much you want him to do things like sports, he’s not going to do it, he’s not interested in it, so if you can’t

stand the thought of Dylan prancing around in a tutu then I’ll see you at home.

Dylan comes running up wearing his pink tutu and grabs Ella’s hand turning using her finger, playing with

the tulle of his skirt, Adam forces a smile and ruffles his hair. The lights fade off revealing a spotlight on

Dylan as he runs back to the class, he runs behind a privacy screen, Dylan aged ten walks out the other side

of the privacy screen, dressed in P.E uniform walking off away from the rest of the boys playing soccer

towards a group of girls doing hair, he sits down and starts getting taught how to braid hair, the girls

embrace him in a hug. The lights fade off the soccer field and light up a sitting room stage right, Ella is

sitting on a armchair reading a book when Dylan aged fifteen walks in wearing his school uniform, he

throws his bag down on the floor and sits down in the opposite chair from Ella.

ELLA: How was my big boys first day of year ten?



DYLAN: (Dylan scrunches his face) First don’t ever say that again, and second it was total rubbish (a beat)

ELLA: Care to elaborate further or just say it was just bad.

DYLAN: I believe the correct term is rubbish.

ELLA: Yeah, I’ll get back to that foul mouth of yours in a minute, what wrong? (a beat)

DYLAN: I-um… I think I’m gay

ELLA: (a beat) Look Dylan, I love you, you know that, no matter whether your gay, bisexual or straight my

love for you will never change (she moves towards Dylan, on the floor she looks at him, lifting his head to

meet his eyes, she grabs his hands) I don’t want you to ever be afraid to tell me anything, ever, I love you no

matter what, that’s all I can do as parent is to love and support you through all the good times and bad

DYLAN: Do you think Dad would be okay with it if I was.

ELLA: Let’s just keep this between us for now (she wipes a tear from Dylan’s eyes) Come here. (Dylan

moves down to the floor and is wrapped up in a hug)

The lights fade off

SCENE TWO - THE RIFT BEGINS

We hear a school bell ring; the sound of children chatter is heard in the background. Dylan now aged 17,

dressed in his school uniform. sits in the back of a classroom on a table by himself reading a book as the rest

of the class engage in classroom chatter. Three boys approach, knocking Dylan’s’ book from his hand, it flies

from the table to the floor.

JAKE: What ya reading?

DRAKE & BLAKE circle around the table.

DRAKE & BLAKE: Yeah what ya reading fairy 

JAKE: Another story about two boys and their fairy relationship.



DYLAN: Yup

Miss Spence enters the classroom, the classroom chatter simmers down, the smell of lavender and essential

oils fills the room.

MISS SPENCE: Okay Class.. (Interrupted by some final students chatting) Class 

JAKE: So you like boys don’t ya Dillhead? What do you think of me? Would you wanna get down and

dir……

Miss Spence notices Jake, Drake & Blake around the back table.

MISS SPENCE: Jake don’t you have a seat to get to, Drake & Blake same for you.

Dylan stands up and moves around the desk to pick up his book, he grabs the book and returns to his desk.

He continues reading, getting lost in the book. He’s snapped back into reality when he’s name is called over

the speakers, missing the first half of the message he’s left confused.

SPEAKER: That was Dylan Anderson to student reception please, thank you.

DYLAN: Um Miss am I right to go?

MISS SPENCE: Yeah yeah your right.

Dylan Grabs his workbooks and laptop swings around the table and exits the light fade to black, we hear a

door shut. A spotlight appears on Dylan, he walks down the hallway we see lockers move behind him as he

talks to himself.

DYLAN: Why does he have to be such a tosser, just leave me alone, and so what if I’m gay what’s the

difference………... why me, why screw up my life. 

Dylan approaches student reception, the warm lights fill the stage, a reception desk sits stage right, a bright

flower arrangement sits left to the computer. An office lady pops her head up from under the desks where she

had dropped paper just prior.



OFFICE LADY: Oh Dylan, how are you doing today?

DYLAN: Yeah not too bad, yourself?

OFFICE LADY: Yeah I’m doing alright, okay what can I do for you this morning?

DYLAN: um I got called to the office.

OFFICE LADY: Oh yeah yeah, okay, what was it (She rummages through the paperwork on the desk,

eventually finding a sticky note on the floor, as she emerges from the floor she bangs her head on the table)

CRAP! (she gasps and covers her mouth) I’m so sorry.

DYLAN: Nah you’re alright, don’t stress

OFFICE LADY: Okay let’s see (She scans the sticky note) oh I remember now, okay Mrs White wanted to

see you in her office, so just go down the hall and it’s the last door on your left but if in doubt look for the

door with principle on it. 

The lights snap off, a single spotlight is left on Dylan. We hear Dylan's thoughts.

DYLAN (recorded): DAMN IT, what did I do? Why would Mrs White want to see me? God I can’t add

school stuff to my family drama, not right now. 

OFFICE LADY: Hey, Dylan you there? 

The lights fade back

DYLAN: Yeah sorry, um just down the hall, yeah, right, okay

Dylan walks down the hall and opens the door, inside is Mrs White office, a desk sits middle stage, two

chairs face the door, we can see the top of a boy's head peeking out of the top of the chair, back facing

towards the door. The office is littered with plants and books. Mrs white moves from behind the desk to greet

Dylan.



MRS WHITE: Ah Dylan you're here, okay so I’ve called you down today because after talking to Ben here I

think that you might be the perfect choice for the job.

Dylan stands there confused, Ben sinks into the chair hiding from Dylan's confused gaze.

DYLAN: Sorry I’m not sure what is happening exactly.  

MRS WHITE: Oh sorry, I'm just so excited, Dylan meet Ben (She gestures in Ben's direction to stand up)

Come on he’s not gonna bite (She laughs at herself) 

Ben stands up sheepishly, not breaking eye contact with the ground. (a beat)

DYLAN: Um, Hi I'm Dylan nice to meet you (Dylan extends his hand).

BEN: Yeah, um hi, I’m Ben (They shake hands).

MRS WHITE: Oh now see, isn’t that better.

Ben and Dylan look at each other, uneasy about the situation.

MRS WHITE: Okay so what I would like from you is to show Ben around, you guys are in the same classes

so yeah, just be a friendly face in the crowd. I know Year eleven can be a difficult year with everyone

deciding what they want to do, especially when you come into it during term three such as Ben has, so with

that I thought It could be easier to start at a new school when you at least know one friendly face.

Dylan looks at Mrs white, Ben looks at Dylan briefly. Shying away when Dylan makes eye contact, Dylan    

DYLAN:  Yeah (Dylan clears his throat) um yeah sounds good, does he have a locker yet?

MRS WHITE: Oh no he doesn’t yet, see I knew you were the right person, I completely forgot, okay.(She

sits down and starts typing on your laptop. She grabs a piece of paper and writes down the locker number

and the combination) Okay so here you go (she extends her hand, giving him the paper), locker number 82

and your combo - as the kids call it, is just under the locker number. Dylan will be able to show you where it

is and how to unlock it.



DYLAN: What number was it sorry?

BEN: Umm (not breaking eye contact with the piece of paper) number 82.

DYLAN: Oh, that’s next to mine, I’m 81.

MRS WHITE: See perfect, everything is falling into place.

We hear a school bell ring.

MRS WHITE: Well, there ya go, you guys best run off the lunch, I’ve got a meeting I have to go to, just shut

my office door when you leave, (she looks to Ben) I'm sure you’ll find Dylan a joy to be around.

Mrs White exits through the door, Ben tries to collect all his things, struggling to juggle his bag and book

pack.

DYLAN: Here can I help you with that? (Gestures to book pack) I know that they can be a pain.

BEN: (blushed cheeks and hair in his face) Nah I’m fine thanks (He goes to walk and drops the book pack)

Dylan rushes to help ben whose bag has now fallen, hanging on by one arm

DYLAN: Here I got it.

Dylan picks up the book pack as Ben readjusts his bag back onto his shoulders.

BEN:  Um, thanks.

They share a sheepish smile as they walk out of the office door, engaging in chatter leading them back

through student admin. Dylan waves to the Office Lady as they head out, walking past the lockers we hear

students talking until they reach two lockers on the end of the row [silence]. A piece of paper hangs on

locker 81, FAIRY written in big black letters stares back at Dylan and Ben. Dylan quickly grabs the piece of

paper and scrunches it in his hands, he hides away from Ben’s gaze.

BEN: You okay? (He places a hand on Dylan’s shoulder)

DYLAN: Yeah, just tossers being tossers.



BEN: Can I see?

DYLAN: Yeah, umm no, it’s really nothing, it’s just dumb

Dylan throws the paper into his bag, he looks at Bens hand still on his shoulder, he smiles and puts his hand

on top of Bens, a group of students walk past looking at them, they immediately turn to each other and start

whispering. Dylan quickly rolls his shoulders back letting Bens hand fall back to his side.

DYLAN: Trust me, you don’t want to make a habit of that. First day and you start pulling stuff like that

you’ll be an outcast before lunch ends and trust me it’s not fun. It would probably be best if you weren’t

seen with me at all.

BEN: Why, what’s so bad about you? You seem alright to me.

DYLAN: It’s nothing really, it’s just that everyone thinks I’m gay.

BEN: (Ben breaks eye contact and looks to the floor) Gay huh (he clears his throat)

DYLAN: Yeah, whatever look, here’s your book pack I’ll cya later.

Dylan places the book pack on the floor and goes to walk away shaking his head.

BEN: Wait Dylan no you’ve got the wrong idea, I’m not being a tosser I just uh, No one at my last school

ever talked about being gay. It was just something no one talked about. I just ah, well I’ve never, you know

met another gay kid before. Damn sorry not that your gay but you know like. Oh god I’m going to stop

talking now

DYLAN: (chuckles) It’s all good, trust me. But still, I’m not good for your school reputation.

BEN: I don’t want other people opinions to decide who I make friends with, so if it’s alright can I sit with

you at lunch.

DYLAN: (A grin from ear to ear appears on his face) Sounds good.

The light fades to black.



SCENE THREE – THE TEST OF TIME

The sound of Traffic and heavy rain passes over the audience, as the lights fade on a grey and blue hue the

occasional white light flickers on and off to simulate lightning, revealing Ben running to centre stage right.

soaking wet next to the bus stop, a pole to his right and a bench to the right of the pole, just missing the bus.

We hear the bus pulling into traffic.

BEN: NO WAIT! (He drops his bag to the floor, takes a seat and brushes his wet hair back, unsure what to

do, he garbs his phone and starts texting)

We hear off stage a car pulls up; muffled yelling can be heard.

DYLAN: Oh, get lost (The car door is slammed, we hear the sound of the car speeding off)

Dylan enters centre stage left, his hair wet, school shirt half tucked, blazer half on, school tie caught i his

bag and wrapped around his neck, school bag hanging from one shoulder.

DYLAN: (Dylan drops his bag and fixes his uniform, tucking in his shirt, pushing his tie up to his collar and

putting his blazer on.) Nice one, makes me miss the bus than dumps me in the damn rain. (Dylan turns to

stage left and yells off-stage) NICE ONE DAD! (Dylan walks backwards and trips on the uneven pavement

and falls flat on his back, landing Infront of Ben) Ugh.

Ben stares at Dylan not sure what to do. Dylan opens his eyes to see Bens eyes looking back at him.

BEN: Dylan you alright?

Dylan Begins to get up, he grabs his head and grunts.

DYLAN: Ugh, yep, just another day in paradise.

BEN: Here let me help you up.

Ben helps Dylan up, they sit on the bench, both drenched, their bags tucked under the bench.

DYLAN: Why did you miss the bus, Punctual Ben. You’re usually here first.



BEN: Well Dylan who believes that time is a waisted construct; the car port flooded this morning causing

the engine to seize or something like that, I don’t know, all I know is Dad had to call a uber to work and I

had to walk to the bus stop in the rain.

DYLAN: Don’t you only live like three minutes down the road?

BEN: A three-minute drive yes. A ten to fifteen minuet two-kilometre walk when its dry possibly, hence

why I missed the bus. (a beat) everything alright with Ella and Adam?

DYLAN: Meh, same issues different day. I wish they would just call it quits, stop the fighting. (a beat)

(Dylan chuckles through the lump growing in his throat. Dylan buries his head into his hands, resting his

elbows on his knees) Christmas break was horrible, it’s hard to do Christmas when your parents can’t even

be in the same room as each other. It’s just fifty shades of messed up. I’m just done with it.

Ben places a hand on Dylan’s shoulder. Falling into his embrace Dylan raises his head, resting it on Bens

hand.

BEN: Sorry Dylan, is there anything I can do?

DYLAN: No just being here is enough but is there any way you could get this rain to bugger off, the trip to

school will be far easier if we don’t have to walk it in a down pour.

BEN: School? You want to walk to school, it’ll take like an hour.

DYLAN: Well, I’m not going home, not with him staying home today. (a beat)

BEN: Come to mine

Dylan raises his head and catches Ben’s gaze, Dylan grins

DYLAN: You sure?

BEN: Umm….no, I’m never really sure when it comes to you but I just don’t want to overthink anything

anymore….. sorry if that doesn’t make much sense.



DYLAN: it sounds like you’re overthinking it mate (Dylan nudges Ben in the side with his elbow)

BEN: Well um I guess … I (Dylan puts his hand over Ben’s mouth)

DYLAN: It’s okay, I just wanted to see those gears in your mind get clogged, you look cute when you can’t

figure out what do say-

BEN: What? I don’t look cute, how do I look cute?

DYLAN: Your eyebrows furrow and your entire face turns a shade a pink (Ben hides his face with his

hands) Yeah just like that.

BEN: Oh get lost I can’t help it, it’s not fair you don’t blush why do I have to.

DYLAN: There just the rules Ben I don’t make em but I am obliged to follow them.

BEN: Come on, the rain has started to die off we better make a run for it before it buckets down again.

The two boys got to grab their bags as the lights fade off, the sounds of rain and traffic fade away with the

lights. The lights fade on revealing a small living room. The front door upstage right, a lounge sits off centre

to a rug centre stage an armchair sit to the right of the lounge. The Boys enter through the front door. The

rain continues to poor as the stage lights flicker bright white lights the sound of thunder is heard as the boys

walk into the living room. A dim spotlight is seen on the two boys.

BEN: Sorry for the mess, with the rush of the morning things kinda got thrown around

DYLAN: That’s alright, you should see the state of my house, neither parent will do anything because they

see it as helping the other one out, so things stay messy and unwashed until I throw a tantrum and do it. It’s

bad enough I have to basically parents my three-year-old brother but now I have to maintain the house.

Ben places his hand on Dylan’s arm.

BEN: I’m sorry



DYLAN: No I’m sorry, you bought me here so I could escape my disfunction junction but I keep bringing it

up.

The boy’s face each other, locked eyes, Ben places his hands on Dylan's forearms

BEN: It’s alright, that’s why I’m here, so you can lean on me and unload everything (Ben’s hands trace

down Dylan’s arms, linking their hands) you know that, I’m here anytime. (a beat)

Eyes Locked for extended period

ADAM (recorded): A tutu Ella, he wants to prance around in a tutu.

Dylan snaps his hands by his side and breaks eye contact. Ben stands awkward unsure what to do with his

hands.

BEN: Um sorry if I um

DYLAN: No, your fine it just um – never mind

BEN: Did you – ah want something to eat

DYLAN: No, I’m fine thanks, but do you have a towel or something I could use just to try and dry up a bit.

BEN: Oh, sorry yeah, I’ll ah go grab one

Ben exits the stage leaving Dylan alone, Dylan looks at his hands, he smiles to himself.

ADAM (recorded): Did you read this! Dylan lacks interest when participating in sports

Dylan stops smiling and continues to stare at his hands, tears begin to form.

ADAM (recorded): Walks to the girls side of the field and talks for the entire lesson. He’s a fairy Ella

Dylan rubs his hands together, he shakes and wipes them on his pants. Throwing his head back he walks

towards the lounge and takes a seat. He buries his head in his hands and sits with his destructive thoughts.

(a beat). Ben Enters changed into loungewear, with a towel and changed of clothes



BEN: Hey if you stay in those clothes, you’re just going to get sick. So as the responsible friend in this duo

I’m ordering you to have a shower and change into these. (Ben notices Dylan stuck in his thoughts) Hey, you

alright?

Dylan sniffles and rubs his eyes, he plays with his hands while avoiding eye contact with Ben.

DYLAN: Yeah, just getting cold.

BEN: Right oh, well did you want to jump into the shower. Just walk into my room then the bathroom is

next to my wardrobe.

Dylan, stands up, grabs the towel and clothes from Ben.

DYLAN: You have an ensuite (chuckles) that’s cool, wait when did you get changed? You were gone barely

two minutes.

BEN: A magician never reveals his secrets.

Dylan cracks a smile

BEN: see that’s why, if I told you, the mystery wouldn’t bring a smile to that face.

DYLAN: Cute, real cute. I’ll be ten minutes tops

Dylan exits stage left, Ben walks towards the lounge on his phone, he takes a seat, the lights fade off. ( a

beat– long enough for costume change) The lights fade back on as Dylan enters with his towel and clothes

in hand.

DYLAN: Hey, where abouts did you want me to put the towel? Oh, and is there somewhere I can put my

clothes? just for the time being.

BEN: Oh yeah sorry, just throw them in the laundry basket in my room, I’ll put them in the wash later.

Dylan walks back off stage.

DYLAN: (off stage) No your good, thanking you



Dylan walks back towards the lounge and takes a seat, he runs his hand through his hair. The t-shirt exposes

a big purple bruise on Dylan’s right bicep.

BEN: Dylan, what the hell happened there?

Ben gently places his fingers over the bruise, Dylan Winces

DYLAN: Oh, it’s uh nothing, it must of uh you know happened this morning when I fell.

BEN: A bruise that big is more than just a couple of hours old, did someone at school…. (his voiced fades

of, he continues talking but muted)-

ADAM (recorded): Why do I have Jake’s Dad coming up to me at the pub telling me that I must be so proud

to have a gay son, huh (a beat) answer me! Damn it

DYLAN (recorded): Dad it’s not what you think, just calm down

ADAM (recorded): CALM DOWN, how can I be calm when I have a fa-

BEN: Hey, Dylan you alright?

Dylan begins to tremble, he looks at Ben and falls apart. Ben grabs him and hold him close to his chest, his

hand on Dylan’s head rubbing his head with his finger.

BEN: Hey, you’re alright, I’ve got you, Shhhhh…

The stage lights fade with the sounds of the storm appear with Dylan’s cries, they last for a moment then

fade.

SCENE FOUR– THE TEST OF TIME PT. II

The stage lights fade on, the two boys are on the lounge. Ben is watching a movie on his phone with his

headphones in as Dylan is asleep on his lap. Abbey walks in the front door.

ABBEY: (on the phone) Yeah, okay well schedule the meeting for tomorrow and I’ll organise (Notices the

boys and stares in confusion) it around that, okay thanks bye.



BEN: Hey

ABBEY: Hi, why am I looking at you right now?

BEN: With the rain this morning and the disaster that was the carport I missed the bus.

ABBEY: Right and why is Dylan here and asleep on you? (a beat) Wait are you two-

BEN: Mum

ABBEY: What I’m just saying, you know he’s a nice kid

BEN: (Ben lifts Dylan’s shirt to show the bruise) He doesn’t get much sleep at home.

Abbey walks around the lounge and looks at the bruise

ABBEY: Ben, who did this? Was it someone at school or-

BEN: Adam, he was drunk, got home from the pup and they got into a fight about him being gay and he

went to hit him, Dylan put his arm up to block him. Adam is also the reason Dylan isn’t at school, he left

him in the rain.

ABBEY: Adam did this? I knew he wasn’t the best father in the world but, that poor family. Is he alright?

BEN: I don’t know, he tried to play it off that he fell but then he looked at me and broke down. He just cried,

I didn’t know what to do Mum, I just held him as he cried.

ABBEY: Hey, you did everything right, okay, you listened and you were there for him, sometimes that’s all

we can do. (a beat) He can stay the night if he wants.

BEN: Really, are you sure?

ABBEY: I’ll have to give Ella a call just to let her know and if she alright with it, then yes.

BEN: are you going to tell her about the bruise?



ABBEY: I’m not sure yet, look you let me worry about that and you focus on him, he needs you right now,

I’ll do the rest (Abbey kisses Ben on the head and ruffles his hair) You’re a sweet kid, he’s lucky to have

you. I’ve got some work to do before my meeting this afternoon, yell out if you need.

BEN: Okay thanks

Ben places his on Dylan’s hair, rubbing Dylan’s head with his thumb. He returns to watching his phone. The

lights fade.

BEN: You’re okay….

A dim spotlight fades on to reveal Dylan sleeping on the lounge, the room completely dark apart from the

occasional lighting strike lighting the room, we hear the storm outside. Dylan stirs in his sleep.

ADAM (recorded): Ella, I didn’t even hit him that hard, your overreacting!

DYLAN: (mumbled) I’m fine mum

ADAM (recorded): See even the fairy himself says it’s nothing. Because IT IS NOTHING!

DYLAN: (mumbled) Stop it, (mumbled) Stop it, Dad Stop it!

Dylan jolts himself awake, he sits up breathing heavily. Ben runs in stage left. A dim spotlight follows.

BEN: Hey what’s wrong, are you okay?

DYLAN: What? Oh no I’m okay sorry, bad dream that’s all

BEN: That’s okay, you sure you’re all good?

DYLAN: Yeah yeah, all good thanks.

BEN: Well if you need me just knock on my door okay.

DYLAN: Will do thanks

Dylan rubs his bruise as Ben walks back off stage



DYLAN: Wait (a beat) do you think you could sit up with me for a little bit?

BEN: Yeah if you want

DYLAN: Are you sure because you don’t have too

BEN: No it’s all good trust me, I was having a hard time sleeping anyway.

DYLAN: Thanks Ben, seriously, I know I might be a bit too much right now so I really appreciate what

you’re doing.

BEN: Hey (Ben sits next to Dylan) don’t go getting all emotional on me now, you’re the strong one

DYLAN: (Dylan smiles) yeah 

BEN: Did you want to talk about it

DYLAN: Um I - ah 

BEN: It’s okay you don’t have to

DYLAN: No, it’s okay, it was just about the fight with my Dad, I’ve just never seen Mum so angry. It just

keeps coming back every time I drift off. The only time I had a good sleep was when I was

BEN: When what

DYLAN: Ah when I was (Dylan shuffles his hands) um asleep with you.

BEN: Really? It’s been two nights since the fight.

DYLAN: Yeah, like I said, I don't sleep well at home.

BEN: Is this the first-time something like this has happened?

DYLAN: Um, a couple of months back he smashed some glasses when he and mum were fighting, but he

had never hit one of us until me. 

BEN: Well, I can stay with you tonight if that would help you get and stay to sleep.



DYLAN: No, I don't want you to have to stay up all night sitting uncomfortably on the lounge just so I can

sleep, you guys have already done enough.

BEN: So just sleep in my bed tonight, there’s room enough for two.

DYLAN: You want me to sleep in your bed, with you 

BEN: Oh look at you, you’re the one blushing now 

DYLAN: Get absolutely tossed.

BEN: Come on, we both deserve a good night's sleep.

DYLAN: What about your parents, you think that they will allow it?

BEN: We’ll keep the door open, it’ll be fine 

DYLAN: You sure?

BEN: Oh, for goodness sakes just follow me.

DYLAN: Alrighty, yes sir

They both laugh

BEN: Shut up

The boys walk off stage left, the stage lights fade, warm orange and yellow lights fade on revealing Abbey

sitting on the lounge reading a book with breakfast sitting on the coffee table. The boys enter from stage left

laughing

BEN: Oh shut up I don’t

DYLAN: Yes you do, I was freezing 

BEN: It’s my blanket 

DYLAN: You let me use it



BEN: Do you really want to play this game, let's talk about you and love of cuddling, oh and your twitching-

ABBEY: (coughs) morning boys 

BEN: Jesus, Mum

ABBEY: Imagine my surprise when I walk out here to find this lounge empty and then find an extra body in

your bed 

BEN: What are you doing here, didn’t you have a meeting.

ABBEY: With the storm last night the office flooded so I’m working from home

DYLAN: Mrs Wilson, I’m sorry it’s my fau-

ABBEY: Look the door was open and I know that Ben hates having the door open, so I know some thought

was put into this before whatever happened happened and let’s just leave it at that shall we.

BEN: (unsure) Thank you.

ABBEY: You’re welcome, now sit down and eat before it gets too cold. I'll get out of our hair, I’m just in my

office if you need anything.

DYLAN: Thank you

BEN: Thanks 

Abbey exits stage left, on the phone. The boys sit on the lounge

DYLAN: I’m not sure what just happened 

BEN: Neither do I 

DYLAN: Is she happy or mad

BEN: I don’t know but let’s go with happy

DYLAN: Oh god, what do you think your dad said when he saw us?



BEN: Oh he’s fine, if Mum's fine he’s fine. He’s probably the one who talked her down.

DYLAN: Really?

BEN: Yeah, he loves you. I think he’s actually hoping we’d get together 

DYLAN: Huh (Dylan looks at the floor)

BEN: Oh sorry, I shouldn’t be talking about my Dad, I just wasn’t thinking 

DYLAN: No, don’t you dare apologise for having an accepting father. That is something to celebrate, not

apologies for. Okay trust me it’s okay, I’m okay. 

BEN: Okay just tell me if it’s all too much, I don't want you to feel bad when you’re here to escape it.

DYLAN: Thank you, really, you’ve done so much.

BEN: Meh all I did was just let you be the little spoon, I didn’t mind (He takes a overacted bite of his

breakfast)

DYLAN: (laughing) You’re such a tosser.

BEN: (Mouth full of food) (GASP) I AM NOT 

Dylan stares into Ben’s eyes, they lock

DYLAN: Swallow that 

BEN: (Mouth full of food) what 

DYLAN: Swallow your food, I want to do something and if I wait any longer I might not do it.

Ben swallows, Dylan moves his face closer to Bens

BEN: Wait (Ben grabs a mouthful of water, swishes it around and swallows)

BEN: Okay

DYLAN: (chuckles) Such a idiot.



The boys move closer together and kiss

DYLAN: (Dylan breaks the kiss and rests his head on Bens) But I love my little idiot

BEN: (He smiles, and locks eyes with Dylan) You what?

DYLAN: I love you

BEN: I love you too

Stage lights black out

SCENE FIVE– WHY NOT?

The stage light stay blacked out

BEN: Are you sure you want to do this 

DYLAN: No, I'm scared but I'm done hiding it, it’s been almost two months. Either they accept it, or

they don’t, if not I hope your parents have room for one more.

BEN: Alright as long as you’re sure, and you’re welcome anytime you know that.

DYLAN: Aww thanks, just make sure the getaway car is ready

BEN: (Laugh) alright I’m almost here

DYLAN: I’ll meet you outside.

BEN: Okay bye, love you

DYLAN: Love you too.

The stage fades on, and we see Dylan’s living room/entrance. Adam and Ella are sitting on a lounge stage

right, a coffee table sits in front of them. We see Dylan and Ben standing behind the front door upstage left.

BEN: I don’t have to be here if you don’t want.

DYLAN: No, trust me I want you here, I need you here (a beat)



They intertwine their hands, Dylan takes a deep breath and opens the door

The stage light fade to black

The End


